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ABSTRACT 
The concept of neighborhood systems originated from studies in topology. In this 
study, semantical interpretations of neighborhood systems are given by introducing 
certain assumptions on neighborhoods. Based upon the notion of neighborhood sys-
tems, a structure called n-closure is proposed, which is a convenient and powerful 
tool to model the nearness among elements in a universe. A binary relation is defined 
on the n-closure, based on which it is possible to rank all elements in a universe 
according to their nearness to a given element. 
The notion of information systems is enriched by adding neighborhood systems 
on attribute values. A Pawlak information system, 
PT = {O,AT,{Va I a E AT},{fa I a EAT}}, 
is generalized to a neighborhood-based information system, 
NT= {0, AT, {Va I a EAT}, {fa I a EAT}, {NS(Va) I a EAT}}. 
In a Pawlak information system, the retrieval method is based upon an exact matching 
mechanism by using the equality relation =. In this study, a retrieval model is 
proposed in the framework of neighborhood-based information systems. Queries are 
relaxed by using the notion of neighborhood systems. The retrieved results are ranked 
by adopting the proposed ranking structure. This model provides more useful results 
than that of Pawlak information systems. 
vi 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The concept of information systems, proposed by Pawlak (1981) and Marek (1973, 
1975, 1976, 1977, 1981), has received much attention in the area of information sci-
ences. It provides a framework for the study of information retrieval and data anal-
ysis. There are many applications in such areas as: machine learning, data analysis, 
pattern classification, and rough set approximation (Pawlak, 1991). 
In a Pawlak information system, each object in a universe is characterized by a 
set of attributes. The information about an object is represented by the values of its 
attributes. By defining the trivial equality relation = on attributes, all objects of a 
universe in a given information system are partitioned into classes (subsets). Each 
class may be associated with a unique description, and conversely, with a description 
one may associate the corresponding class (Pawlak, 1981). 
In many situations, the trivial equality relation on attributes is not sufficient to 
describe vague and imprecise information in some applications. To solve this problem, 
many other types of relations on attributes have been proposed ( Orlowska, 1986; 
Slowinski and Vanderpooten, 1995; Wasilewska, 1989; Yao and Wong, 1995). 
Wasilewska (1989) extended the equality binary relation = on attributes to an 
equivalence relation. Two values selected from an attribute are considered to be equiv-
alent if they satisfy the conditions of reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity. These two 
1 
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values are not necessarily equal to each other. The equivalence class induced on an 
attribute by this relation is interpreted as a condition of knowledge representation. 
Orlowska (1986) proposed the idea of classifying a universe into various classes by 
seeking similar and conditional relationships between attributes, instead of equiva-
lence relations. With respect to some attributes, a subset of objects is considered to be 
similar and is associated with a certain condition. Slowinski and Vanderpooten (1995) 
further presented a method that extends the indiscemibility relation to a similarity 
relation. The only required property is reflexivity. Through a similarity relation, 
elements that are sufficiently close or similar are grouped into the same class. Yao 
and Wong (1995) used arbitrary binary relations on attribute values in information 
systems. The properties of relations on attributes determine the corresponding prop-
erties of induced relations of objects. In this way, the universe can be also grouped 
into different classes of subsets by using an arbitrary biaary relation. 
The studies on information systems mentioned above are focused on the classifi-
cation of elements through binary relations. All elements in an information system 
are classified into individual subsets of a universe, whose elements are considered to 
be indiscernible, or similar. Each class of subset represents one piece of knowledge 
about the information system. 
Lin (1988, 1996) adopted the notion of neighborhood systems from topology, which 
generalized the concept of indiscemibility into that of neighborhood. In this frame-
work, an element of a universe is associated with a nonempty family of subsets of the 
universe. This family of subsets is called a neighborhood system of the element, and 
each subset is called a neighborhood. Neighborhood systems directly classify the uni-
verse into distinctive classes. The elements in one neighborhood of an element can be 
interpreted to be somewhat indiscernible or at least not noticeably distinguishable. 
Those elements of another neighborhood of the same neighborhood system can be 
2 
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interpreted to be somewhat indiscernible from an alternative point of view. With re-
spect to an equivalence relation, the equivalence class containing a given element may 
be interpreted as a neighborhood of that element. For an arbitrary binary relation, 
the successor of an element may be interpreted as a neighborhood. To some extent, 
one may consider a neighborhood system as defined by n binary relations, each of 
which defines a particular neighborhood. 
The main objective of this thesis is to propose a framework of neighborhood based 
information systems by combining Pawlak information systems and neighborhood 
systems. Semantic information is added into neighborhood systems. It provides a 
more realistic method to represent relationships among attribute values. Operations 
on neighborhood systems are introduced and studied, based on the notion of power 
algebra (Brink, 1993). A nearness relation is defined, which captures the information 
provided by a neighborhood system. Within the proposed framework, a new model is 
introduced for approximate retrieval. This extends the traditional retrieval methods 
using exact matching (Salton and McGill, 1983). The retrieval results can be arranged 
into a hierarchy more fiexible than that of traditional methods. 
This thesis is arranged as follows: In Chapter 2, basic concepts and notions are 
introduced and studied. In Chapter 3, the process of constructing a neighborhood 
based information system is provided. In Chapter 4, a retrieval model is introduced. 
Examples are used to illustrate the basic idea of the model. Chapter 5 gives a sum-
mary of this thesis. 
3 
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Chapter 2 
NEIGHBORHOOD SYSTEMS 
In this chapter, basic concepts of neighborhood systems will be discussed. The 
notion of neighborhood systeillS is formulated within the framework of power set 
algebra (Brink, 1993). It provides a convenient and powerful tool for representing 
nearness between elements. Operations on neighborhood systems are defined and 
their properties are studied. An ordering relation is introduced, which can be used 
to rank elements with respect to their nearness to an element. 
2.1 Set Algebra 
In this study, a reference set, or universe U, is assumed to be finite and nonempty. 
The family of all subsets of U is called the power set of U. The cardinality of the 
power set is 21u1, where lUI is the cardinality of U. The power set of U is often 
denoted by 2u. 
Set algebra is the system (2u, n, U, •}, where n, U, --.are set intersection, union, 
and complement, respectively. Set-theoretic operations satisfy the following axioms 
(Whitesitt, 1962), for A, B, C E 2u: 
I dempatence : An A = A, AU A = A; 
4 
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Cammutativity : A n B = B n A, A u B = B u A; 
Assod.ativity: (An B) n C =An (B n C), 
(AU B) u C =Au (B u C); 
Distributivity : 
Absorption : 
De Morgan! s Law : 
An (B u C) =(An B) u (An C), 
Au (B n C) = (Au B) n (Au C); 
An (AUB) =A, 
AU (An B)= A; 
-,(An B)= (-,A) u (-,B), 
-,(Au B)= (-,A) n (-,B). 
H a set A consists entirely of elements that are members of another set B, then A is 
called a subset of B, written A ~ B. H B contains at least one element not in A, A 
is called a proper subset of B, written A C B. 
2.2 Power Set Algebra 
From an arbitrary algebra, one may define another algebra called power algebra 
(Brink, 1993). Let o : U xU---+ U be a binary operation defined on a set U. One 
can define the power operation o+ on subsets of U as follows, for X, Y ~ U: 
X o+ Y = {x o y I x EX, y E Y}. (2.1) 
In general, one may lift an n-nary operation f : CF --+ U on elements of U into its 
corresponding power operation J+ (Brink, 1993): 
J+(Xo, ... 'Xn-d = {f(xo, ... ,Xn-d I Xi E xi, i = 0, ... 'n- 1}. 
5 
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for any X 0 , ••• , Xn-1 CU. This provides a universal-algebraic construction approach. 
For any algebra (U, / 17 ••• , A) with base set U and operations / 17 ••• , /'" its power 
algebra is given by (2u, /{, ... , ft). 
Example 1 Let (R, *, /, +,-) be the algebra of real numbers R with four arithmetic 
binary operations. From a binary operation * on R, one can obtain its power operation 
on closed intervals of R as follows (Alefeld and Heraberger, 1983; Moore, 1966): 
(2.2) 
This produces an interval number algebra (I ( R), * +, j+, + +, - +), where I ( R) is the 
set of all intervals of R. The power operations are closed, i.e., the resulting sets are 
also intervals. • 
One may define the power set algebra by lifting the set algebra (2u, n, U, ..., ) into 
the system: 
2u (2 , n, u, c;), (2.3) 
where n, U and c; correspond to power set intersection, union and complement, re-
spectively. According to equation (2.1), it is easy to obtain the following definitions: 
for A, B E 22u: 
An B - {An B I A E A, B E B}, 
AuB {AuBIAEA,BeB}, 
c;A - {...,A I A E A}. (2.4) 
A and Bare families of subsets of U. 
6 
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Example 2 Let U = {a,b,c,d} and A= {{a}, {b,c}}, B = {{b}, {a,b}} be two 
subsets of 2u. From equation (2.4), it follows: 
AnB - {{a} n {b}, {a} n {a,b}, {b, c} n {b}, {b, c} n {a, b}} 
- {{0}, {a}, {b}}, 
AuB - {{a} U {b}, {a} U {a,b}, {b,c} U {b}, {b,c} U {a,b}} 
- {{a,b},{b,c},{a,b,c}}, 
~  - {-.{a}, -.{b, c} }, 
- { { b, c, d}, {a, d}}. 
• 
Theorem 2.1 Suppose o is a binary operation on 2u and o+ is the corresponding 
power operation on 22u. Then 
(a). if o is commutative, o+ is commutative, 
(b). if o is associative, o+ is associative. 
Proof. Suppose A, B, C are three subsets of 2u. 
(a) Assume if DE Ao+ B. There must exist A E A, BE B satisfying D =A o B. By 
the commutativity of o, BoA= D. Hence DEB o+ A. Similarly, if DEB o+ A, 
then D E A o+ B. Therefore, o+ is commutative. 
(b) Assume D E A o+ (B o+ C). There must exist A E A, B E B, C E C satisfying 
D =A o (B o C). By the associativity of o, (A o B) o C = D, soD E (A o+ B) o+ C. 
Similarly, if D E (A o+ B) o+ C, then it follows D E A o+ (B o+ C). Therefore, o+ is 
associative. • 
7 
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For the algebra (2u, n, u), its corresponding power algebra is 2~  n, U). Oper-
ations n and U are distributive. However, n and u are not necessarily distributive. 
This may be illustrated by an example. Consider a universe U = {a, b, c}, and three 
subsets of 2u: 
A= {{a}, {b, c} }, B = { {b}, {c}}, C = {{c}, {a, b}}. (2.5) 
One obtains the following results: 
Note that 
B U C - { { c}, {a, b}, { b, c}, {a, b, c}}, 
An (Bu C) - { {0}, {a}, {b}, {c}, {b,c}}, 
An B - { {0}, {b}, {c}}, 
AnC - {{0},{a},{b},{c}}, 
(AnB)u(AnC) - {{0},{a},{b},{c},{a,b},{a,c},{b,c}}. 
An (B u C) #(An B) u (An C). 
Theorem 2.2 With respect to power operations n and U, the following properties 
hold: for A, B, C E 22u, 
(a). An (B u C) ~ (An B) u (An C), (2.6) 
(b). Au (Bn C) ~ (Au B) n (Au C). (2.7) 
Proof. (a) Assume D E A n (B U C). There must exist A E A, B E B, C E C 
satisfying D = An (B u C). By the distributivity of n, D = (An B) u (An C). 
Hence, DE (An B) u (An C). Therefore, equation (2.6) holds. 
8 
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(b) Assume D E AU (8 n C). There must exist A E A, B E B, C E C satisfying 
D = Au (B n C). By the distributivity of n, D = (Au B) n (Au C). Hence 
DE (Au B) n (AU C). Therefore, equation (2.7) holds. • 
In general, the power operation o+ may retain some of the properties of o, but not 
all of them (Brink, 1993). Following Theorem 2.1, if o is commutative and associative 
so is o+. H an unary operation o is an involution, i.e., o(o(x)) = o(x), x E U, 
so is o+. The distributivity is not retained in the power algebra, but there exist the 
relationships as shown in equations (2.6) and (2.7). Idempotence does not hold either. 
The De Morgan's law may not be retained. 
2.3 Interval Set Algebra 
The power set algebra is a general extension of set algebra. One may consider 
various special cases. The notion of interval sets is such an example. Interval set 
algebra is a counterpart of interval-number algebra for the purpose of representing 
qualitative information (Yao, 1993). 
Definition 2.1 Let U be a finite and nonempty set. An interval set A is a family 
of subsets, i.e., A E 22u, such that each element in A falls between two subsets of U. 
An internal set can be expressed as: 
(2.8) 
where A1 is called the lower bound, and A2 the upper bound, of internal set. 
9 
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Let I(2u) denote the set of all closed interval sets. Let A, 8 be two interval sets 
in I(2u), their intersection, union and complement, are defined by: 
An 8 - {An B I A E A, BE 8}, 
Au8 - {AuB IAeA,Be8}. 
~  - {-,A I A E A}. {2.9) 
In fact, the intersection, union and complement of interval sets are closed on I(2u), 
namely, An 8, Au 8 and ~  are also interval sets. They are explicitly computed by 
the following formulas: 
A n-8 - (At n ~  A2 n B2], 
AuB - t ~t 2 2  
(2.10) 
The operations of interval set algebra retain the properties of commutativity, asso-
ciativity. Interval set algebra is a subalgebra of power set algebra {22u, n, U, ~  it has 
more properties than arbitrary power sets. For example, the operations of interval 
set algebra satisfy idempotence, distributivity, absorption and De Morgan's law. 
2.4 Basic Concepts of Neighborhood Systems 
The concept of neighborhood systems originated from studies of topological space 
and its generalization called Frechet (V)space (Sierpinski and Krieger, 1956). Let U 
be a finite and nonempty set. For an element x E U, a neighborhood of x, denoted by 
n(x), is a subset n(x) ~ U. A neighborhood of x may or may not contain x itself. A 
nonempty family of neighborhoods of x, denoted by NS(x), is called a neighborhood 
system of x. A neighborhood system of U, denoted by NS(U), is the collection 
10 
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of NS(x) for all x E U. NS(U) determines a Frechet space, or briefly (V)space, 
written (U, NS(U)). There is no additional requirement on neighborhood systems. 
Different neighborhood systems define different Frechet (V)spaces (Sierpinski and 
Krieger, 1956). A neighborhood system may also be interpreted as an operator that 
transforms an element in U to one in 22u, i.e. NS(x) £;; 2u. 
Example 3 Consider a universe U = {a, b, c}. One can define neighborhoods of a, 
such as n1(a) = {a} and ~ a  = {a,b}. One may also define some neighborhood 
systems of a, such as 
NS1(a) ={{a}}, NS2(a) ={{a, b}, {a, c}}, NSa(a) ={{a, b }, {a, c}, {a, b, c}}. 
The power set of U is 
2u = {{0}, {a}, {b}, {c}, {a, b}, {a, c}, {b, c}, {a, b, c}}. 
Neighborhood systems are subsets of 2u, i.e., 
Two examples of Frechet (V)spaces are: 
(U,NSt(U)): NS1(a) ={{a}, {a,c}}, 
NS1 (b) = { {b}, {a, b }}, 
NS1(c) = {{c}, {b,c}}; 
(U, NS2(U)): NS2(a) = {{a, b}, {a, c}, {a, b, c}}, 
NS2(b) = {{b}, {a,b}, {a,b,c}}, 
N 82 (c) = { {a, c}, { b, c}, {a, b, c}}. 
11 
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The notion of neighborhood systems may be formulated based on the power alge-
bra (22u, n, u). By lifting set-theoretic operations n and U on 2u to power operator 
n and u on 22u, one may define operations on neighborhood systems. 
Definition 2.2 For an element x E U, suppose 
NSt(x) = {nt,i{x) ~ U I i E I}, NS2(x) = {n2J(x) ~ U I j E J}, (2.11) 
are two neighborhood systems. Their intersection and union are defined by: 
NSt(x) n NS2(x) - {nt,i(x) n n2,;(x) I nt,i(x) E NSt(x), n2J(x) E NS2(x)}, 
NS1(x) U ~  - {nt,i(x) U n2J(x) I nt,i{x) E NSt(x), n2J{x) E NS2(x)}. 
There is a special case in which a neighborhood system contains only one neigh-
borhood, such as NSt(x) = {nt,t(x)} and NS2(x) = {n2,1(x)}. The intersection and 
union of NS1(x) and NS2 (x) can be simplified into: 
{2.12} 
The results are again neighborhood systems with one neighborhood only. The prop-
erties of neighborhood system algebra (22u, n, U) are those of power set algebra. Both 
commutativity and associativity hold for n and U. Idempotence and distributivity 
do not hold in generaL 
2.5 Modeling Nearness Using Neighborhood Systems 
So far, the notion of neighborhood systems is formulated from a purely mathe-
matical point of view. In order to apply such a notion, it is necessary to examine 
its semantic interpretations. Neighborhood models nearness between two elements 
12 
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in a space. It originated from the abstraction of geometric notion, in which two 
points are "close to", "analogous to", or "approximate to" each other. Lin (1988, 
1996) discussed applications of neighborhood systems in database management sys-
tems. By interpreting neighborhood systems as a method to represent closeness, or 
nearness, one may talk about approximate retrieval in information systems. When 
retrieving elements with certain characteristics, those elements that are close enough 
are examined, if the exact ones do not exist. 
The general definition of neighborhood systems does not impose any constraints on 
neighborhoods. A neighborhood of an element x can either contain or does not contain 
x. In order to capture the physical interpretation of nearness, certain assumption 
should be made. 
Assumption 2.1 In a neighborhood system NS(x) = {Tl.j(x) E 2u I i E I}, the 
element x is contained in each of its neighborhoods, namely, x E 11.j(x), for all i E I. 
This assumption gives an intuitive interpretation of neighborhoods. It states that an 
element x must be in all of its neighborhoods. A neighborhood system having this 
property is called a reflexive neighborhood system. 
Definition 2.3 For a neighborhood system NS(x), then-closure NS*(x) is the min-
imum subset of2u, which contains NS(x) and entire set U, and is closed under set 
intersection n. 
The n-closure NS*(x) of a neighborhood system NS(x) satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(a1) NS(x) ~ NS*(x), 
(a2) U E NS*(x), 
(a3) n;(x) = [ n Tl.j(x)] E NS*(x). 
ieJr;r 
13 
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u 
Figure 2.1: Diagram of n-closure for NS(x) = {n1(x), n2(x)} 
The notion of n-closure will be used to design a method for evaluating the nearness 
of elements in a universe. 
Example 4 Consider a neighborhood system with two neighborhoods, NS(x) -
{n1(x), ~  Assume n1(x) # n2(x). Then-closure is given by: 
NS*(x) = {n1(x) n ~  n1(x), ~  U}, (2.13) 
which is shown in Figure 2.1, where the edges represent the relation c. For example, 
there is an edge connecting n1(x) ~  and n1(x). Edges that can be obtained from 
the transitivity of c are not shown. • 
Example 5 Consider a neighborhood system with three neighborhoods, NS(x) = 
{n1(x), ~  n3(x)}. Assume ni(x) # n;(x), where i,j E {1, 2, 3} and i =I= j. The 
n-closure is given by: 
NS*(x) - {n1(x) n n2(x) n n3(x), 
n1(x) n n2(x), n1(x) n n3 (x), n2(x) n n3(x), 
n1(x), n2(x), n3(x), U}, 
14 
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u 
Figure 2.2: Diagram ofn-closure for NS(x) = {n1(x),1t2(x),n3 (x)} 
which is demonstrated in Figure 2.2. • 
For a neighborhood system including more neighborhoods, the corresponding n-
closure can be similarly created by extending the procedure shown above. 
2.6 Rankings Induced by n-Closure 
Let L be a set and ~ a binary relation on L. The relation ~ is called partial 
ordering if -< is reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive. If ~ is defined to be a partial 
order on L, the pair (L, -<) is called a partially ordered set or poset. Let (L, ~  be 
a poset and let A ~ L. An element x in L is called an upper bound of A if for all 
a E A, a ~ x. Similarly, an element x E L is called a lower bound of A if for all 
a E A, x ~a  An element x E Lis called the least upper bound (LUB) of A, if xis 
15 
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an upper bound of A, and for any upper bound y of A, x ~ y. Likewise, x is called 
the greatest lower bound (GLB) of A if xis a lower bound of A, and for any lower 
bound y of A, y ~ x. A lattice is a partially ordered set (L, ~  in which every pair 
of elements a, b E L has a G LB and a LU B. G LB and LU B of {a, b} are denoted 
by a ® b and a e b, i.e., 
GLB(a, b) - a® b, 
LUB(a,b) - aeb. (2.14} 
The operator ® is called "meet" and e is called "join". Using these symbols, a lattice 
is denoted by (L, ®,e). If there only exists the meet operation in the poset, then it 
is called a meet semilattice, denoted by (L, ®). Similarly, If there only exists the join 
operation in the poset, then it is called a join semilattice, denoted by (L, e). 
The n-closure N s· (X) is meet semilattice on which the defined partial ordering 
relation s~  and the closed meet operation is n, which is denoted by (NS*(x), n). 
Lemma 2.1 Given then-closure NS*(x) of a neighborhood system NS(x). Suppose 
n1(x}, ~  E NS*(x). If n1(x) =F ~  then 
n1(x) n ~ U n(x)) - 0, 
n(z}Cn2(x} 
n2(x) n (ni(x)- U n(x)) = 0. 
n(x}Cnt(z} 
Proof. Let 8(x) = nl(x) n ( n2(x)- Un(x}Cn2(Z} n(x) ). One has 
8(x) = n1 (x) n ~ n1 (x) n ( U n(x)) 
n(x}Cn2(z} 
- n1(x) n ~ U n1(x) n n(x). 
n(z}Cn2(x} 
16 
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Let n.\(x) = n 1(x) n 712(x). One has n.\(x) E NS*(x). From n1(x) =I= n2(x), it follows 
n.\(x) C n 1(x) and nA(x) C 712(x). Hence, 
c5(x) - nA(x)- (n1(x) n nA(x)) U 
= 0. 
u 
n(.:z:) C n2(.:z:) 
n(.:z:) # n>.(.:z:) 
n 1(x) n n(x) 
Similarly, n:z(x) n (nt(x)- ~ t  = 0, can be proved. • 
Definition 2.4 Given then-closure NS*(x) of a neighborhood system NS(x), a bi-
nary relation -< is defined as follows: 
a-< b <===> there exists a pair of neighborhoods n1 (x), ~  E NS*(x) 
such that n1(x) C n2(x), a E n1(x), and bE n2(x)- U n(x). 
n(:z:)Cn2(:z:) 
For two elements a, bE U with a-< b, a is said to be nearer to x than b. 
Theorem 2.3 The binary relation -< defined on NS*(x) is asymmetric and transi-
tive. 
Proof. (i) -< is asymmetric: Suppose a -< b. There must exist two neighbor-
hoods n1(x), ~  E NS*(x) such that n1(x) c ~  a E n1(x) and bE n2(x)-
Un(:z:)cn2(.:z:) n(x). Assume that b -< a also holds. Thus there also exist two sub-
sets n3(x), n4(x) E NS*(x) such that n3 (x) C n4(x), b E n3(x) and a E n4(x) -
17 
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Un(z)cn4(z) n(x). Hence, 
a E n1(x) n (n4(x)- U n(x)) , 
n(z)Cn4(Z) 
To make a and b belong to nonempty subsets, it is necessary that n1(x) = n4(x), 
n2(x) = n3(x) hold by following Lemma 2.1. Thus, from n1(x) C n2(x), one has 
n4(x) c n3(x), contradiction appears. Similarly, from n3(x) C n4(x), one has n2(x) C 
n1(x), contradiction appears again. Therefore, if a ~ b, then •(b ~ a). This means 
~ is asymmetric. 
(ii) ~ s transitive: Suppose a ~ band b ~ c, there must exist subsets n1(x), n2 (x), 
na(x), n4(x) E NS*(x) such that 
Hence, one has 
n1(x) C ~  a E n1(x), bE ~ U n(x), 
~  
na(x) C n4(x), bE n3(x), c E n4(x)- U n(x). 
n(z)Cn4(z) 
bE na(x) n ~  - U n(x)) . 
~  
To make b belong to nonempty subset, is is necessary that n2 (x) = n3 (x) hold by 
following Lemma 2.1. Thus one has 
n1(x) C ~  a E n1(x), c E ~ U n(x). 
n(z)Cn4(z) 
By following the Definition 2.4, one has a~ c. This means ~ is transitive. • 
ro ~  two more relations are introduced. The first is the reverse o ~  denoted 
by >-. By a >- b, it means that a is farther away from x than b. The second relation 
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is "', which describes the nearness of two elements a and b with respect to a given 
element x. The relation"' can be defined by 
a,.... b <==> a~ b) and ....,(b ~a  
<==> ...,(a >- b) and ....,(b >- a). 
It suggests that a and bare incomparable. With order r at o ~  one may organize 
or rank elements in the universe U according to their nearness to x. 
Example 6 Suppose R ~ U x U is a binary relation on the universe. The successor 
neighborhood of an element x E U is defined by (Yao, 1996): 
· nR(x) = {y I xRy}. (2.15) 
In this case, the neighborhood system of each element has only one neighborhood, 
namely, NSR(x) = {nR(x)}. Then-closure of the neighborhood system is {nR(x)} if 
nR(x) = U, otherwise it is { nR(x), U}. In the former case, every element of U is as 
near to x as any other element. In the latter case, one may say that element in nR(x) 
is closer to x than elements in U- nR(x). One can obtain a ranked list by using the 
order relation ~ as follows: 
• 
Example 7 For a neighborhood system containing two neighborhoods, the n-closure 
is shown in Figure 2.1. It is easy to obtain the following ranked list indicating their 
nearness to x: 
19 
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{a} 
{a, b, c, d} 
Figure 2.3: n-closure for NS(a) == {{a,b}, {a,c}} 
Consider a universe U = {a, b, c, d}. Suppose a neighborhood system of a is given by 
NS(a) = {{a, b}, {a, c} }. Then-closure is NS*(a) = {{a}, {a, b}, {a, c}, {a, b, c, d} }, 
as shown in Figure 2.3. One may obtain the following ranked list: 
{a} -< {b} -< {d}, 
{c} 
which is depicted in Figure 2.4. • 
Example 8 Consider a neighborhood system containing three neighborhoods. The 
n-closure structure is given by Figure 2.2. The following equations show the details 
20 




Figure 2.4: Ranked List for NS(a} = {{a, b}, {a, c}} 
of how the ranked list are formulated: 
n1(x) n ~  n n3(x) -< 
-< U- n1 (x) U 712(x) U n3(x). 
Given a universe U = {a, b, c, d, e, J, g, h }. Suppose a neighborhood system of a is 
N S(a) = {{a, b, d, e }, {a, b, c, g }, {a, c, d, /}}. The n-closure is: 
NS*(a) = {{a}, {a, b }, {a, d}, {a, c}, {a, b, d, e}, {a, b, c, g }, 
{a, d, c, /},{a, b, c,d, e, f, g, h} }, 
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which is shown as in Figure 2.5. One has: 
a ~ 
~  {e} 
{g} 
{c} ~ { {/} ~ {h}, 
{e} 
{d} ~ { {g} 
{/} 
which is depicted as in Figure 2.6. There is no doubt that a is the nearest element. 
After {a} is selected, {b}, {c}, {d} may be selected. Elements {e} or {g} may be 
selected after {b}. By this procedure, one define a structure on elements of U, as 
shown in Figure 2.6. • 
In general, one may obtain the ranked list of any neighborhood system containing 
finite neighborhoods. Then-closure NS•(x) is first constructed, a ranked list is then 
generated from the n-closure. The ranked list provides users with a series of choices. 
The immediate concern is that how end users could make a decision from a variety 
of possible selections. Generally speaking, there are no intrinsic rules to govern the 
user's choice. Each user may select a result at his own discretion. In the structure of 
a ranked list, the selection starts from the top element. One selection is accomplished 
by taking a path from top to bottom along the edges in the structure. At any point 
where there exist multiple edges, either of them may be taken. This point will be 
further discussed in Chapter 4. 
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{a} 
{a,b, d, e} {a, b, c,g} {a, c,d, /} 
{a,b,c,d,e,j,g,h} 
Figure 2.5: n-closure for NS(x) ={{a, b, d, e}, {a, b, c, g }, {a, c, d, /}} 
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{a} 
{e} {g} {/} 
{h} 
Figure 2.6: Ranked List for NS(x) = {{a,b,d,e}, {a,b,c,g}, {a,c,d,f}} 
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Chapter 3 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
A generalized information system is presented in this chapter by combining Pawlak 
information systems (Pawlak, 1981; Marek and Pawlak, 1973, 1976, 1981; Marek and 
Rode-Babezenko, 1975; Marek and Traczyk, 1977) and neighborhood systems (Lin, 
1988, 1996). An equality binary relation is used in Pawlak information systems. 
By using an arbitrary binary relation that induces a single neighborhood, relation-
based information systems are reviewed (Yao and Wong, 1995). The adoption of 
neighborhood systems in information systems presents a more general framework, 
called neighborhood-based information systems. 
3.1 Pawlak Information Systems 
A basic component of a Pawlak information system is a finite and nonempty set 
of objects 0 called the universe. A universe can be anything that is of interest, e.g., 
people, automobiles, or any entities. The objects in the universe 0 are characterized 
by a finite and nonempty set of attributes AT. Every element a E AT is associated 
with a finite and nonempty set of values V4 called the domain of attribute a. 
Following Pawlak (1981), Marek and Pawlak (1973, 1976, 1981), Marek and Rode-
Babezenko (1975), Marek and Traczyk (1977), Lipski (1979, 1981), Orlowska and 
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Pawlak (1984), Vakarelov (1991), and Yao and Noroozi (1994), a Pawlak information 
system is defined as: 
PT = (0, AT, {Va I a E AT}, {fa I a E AT}), (3.16) 
where 
0 is a finite and nonempty set of objects, i.e., universe, 
AT is a finite and nonempty set of attributes, 
Va is a finite and nonempty set of values for each a E AT, 
Ia: 0 x AT--+ Va is an information function for each a EAT. 
An information function fa associates each object and attribute with a value in the 
domain of that attribute. 
Example 9 An information system can be conveniently represented by a table. Ta-
ble 3.1 is an example of an information system. In this table, a group of people 
0 = { o11 D2, ... , o12} are described by three attributes AT = {AGE, GENDER, 
OPINION}. The domain of AGE is a closed interval (20, 30], the domain of GENDER 
is VaENDER ={male, female}, and the domain of OPINION is: 
VoPINION = {positive, negative, medium, 
slightly positive, slightly negative, 
considerably positive, considerably negative, 
highly positive, highly negative 
extremely positive, extremely negative}. 
For object o1, information functions produce the following description: 
/AGE(ol) = 25, fGENDER(oi) = male, foPINION(ot) = medium. 
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AGE GENDER OPINION 
Ot 25 male medium 
O:z 27 male negative 
03 22 female positive 
04 30 male extremely negative 
os 23 female highly positive 
os 20 female extremely positive 
o-, 27 male negative 
os 24 female slightly positive 
Og 21 female highly positive 
oto 26 male slightly negative 
ou 23 male .positive 
012 30 male highly negative 
Table 3.1: Example of An Information System 
This sample information system may be used to represent the opinions of people on 
a specific issue. • 
The notion of information system provides a conventional tool for the representa-
tion of objects in terms of their attribute values. A database system may be consid-
ered as an information system. Therefore, the results developed in this study can be 
readily extended to database management systems. 
With respect to an attribute a E A, if a relation Ea. is defined by: for o, o', 
(3.17) 
the relation Ea. is an equivalence relation. Reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity of 
Ea. follow trivially from those of the equality relation =. With the relation Ea., two 
objects are considered to be indiscernible with respect to attribute a, if and only if 
they have the same value on attribute a. 
The equivalence relation Ea. partitions the universal set 0 into disjoint subsets 
called equivalence classes. Elements in the same equivalence class are said to be 
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indiscernible. The family of all equivalence classes is called a quotient set, denoted 
by 0/Ea. The equivalence class containing object o is denoted by [oJEa· 
Example 10 In the information system given by Table 3.1, the partition of the uni-
verse with respect to attribute OPINION, is {{oi},{o2,o-,}, {o3,o11 }, {o4},{os,Og}, 
{ os}, { os}, { o1o}, { 012} }. For instance, objects of 02 and o-, are equivalent, i.e., 02Eao1, 
because !oPINION(o2) = foPINION(o-,) =negative. Similarly, with respect to attribute 
GENDER, the partition is {{ol7D2,o4,o7,olo,ou,ol2}, {o3,os,os,os,Og}}. • 
The definition of equivalence relation from single attribute can be extended into 
an arbitrary subset A ~ AT as follows: 
(3.18) 
The relation EA is an equivalence relation (Orlowska, 1985). The indiscernibility of o 
and o' is determined in terms of all attributes in the subset A. This means that two 
objects are indiscernible with respect to a subset A ~ AT if and only if they have the 
same values for all elements in A. 
Example 11 In the information system given by Table 3.1, consider a subset A = 
{GENDER, OPINION}. The corresponding partition is {{oi}, {D2,o7}, {o3}, {o11 }, 
{o4}, {os, ag}, {os}, {os}, {oio}, {o12}}. For instance! objects of o5 and 0g are indis-
cernible, i.e., osEAog, because one has both /aENDEa(os) = /GENDER(ag) = female 
and /oPINION(os)= /OPINION(ag) =highly positive. • 
3.2 Relation-based Information Systems 
It is straightforward to generalize the Pawlak information &ystem by adopting 
an arbitrary binary relation on attribute values instead of using the trivial equality 
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relation = (Orlowska 1985; Wasilewska 1989; Yao and Wong 1995). A relation-
based information system is defined by introducing binary relations on the values of 
attributes as follows: 
RT = (0, AT, {Yo I a EAT}, {fa I a EAT}, {Ra I a EAT}), (3.19) 
where Ra is a binary relation on Va for each a E AT. Binary relations provide 
additional information on relationships between attribute values. This adds a new 
component to a Pawlak information system. 
With respect to an attribute a E AT, consider a binary relation Ra ~ Va x Va. 
For any value x E Ya, one may define the following subset of Va: 
Ra(x) = {y I xRaY}. (3.20) 
The subset Ra(x) may be interpreted as a successor neighborhood of the element x 
relation Ra (Yao, 1997). Thus, a relation Ra defines a special neighborhood system, 
in which each element of Va has only one neighborhood. 
With respect to attribute a, an object o is ~a r at  to another object d if their 
values on attribute a are Ra-related, namely: 
(3.21) 
For any object o E 0, one may define a subset of o using relation Ra.: 
Ra.(o) = {o' I ~ao  = {o' I fa(o)Rafa(o')}, (3.22) 
which may be interpreted to be a neighborhood of object o. If the relation Ra is chosen 
to be an equality relation on attribute a, then Ra(x) in Equation (3.20) becomes a 
singleton subset, i.e., Ra(x) = {x }, which leads to a Pawlak information system. 
The binary relation Ra on attribute a E A can be extended to a subset A ~ AT 
as follows: 
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which means that o and d are !lA-related, if and only if they are Ra-related for all 
a E A. For a subset A ~ AT, the class of the object o may be obtained based on 
those attributes a E A, that is: 
RA(o) - { o' I o!lAo'} 
- n { o' I o!lao'} 
aEA 
- n Ra(o), (3.23) 
aEA 
which means that each member in the class of the object o belongs to every class of 
attributes a E A. 
Example 12 In the information system given by Table 3.1, consider the attribute 
a = AGE. Assume there is a binary relation on attribute AGE such that two ob-
jects are RAcE-related if their age difference is less than or equal to one. Thereby, 
for the object os, there is !AcE(os) = 24, one can have RAcE(24) = {24, 23, 22}, 
thus RAcE(os) = {o3, os, os, o11 }. Assume there is a binary relation RaPrNION on 
the attribute OPINION such that object o is RoPooowrelated to d if the opin-
ion of d is mostly near to that of o. For foPINION(os) = {slightly positive}, from 
RoPrNioN(slightly positive) = {slightly positive, positive, medium}, one obtains 
RaPINION(os) = { o1, o3, os, ou }. With respect to subset A= {AGE, OPINION}, the 
subset class of o8 is: 
• 
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3.3 Neighborhood-Based Information Systems 
In the previous sections, two kinds of information system are introduced, Pawlak 
information system and relation-based information system. They have been used in 
many applications (Chu and Chen, 1994; Wasilewska, 1987; Yao and Wong,1995). 
This section will extend relation-based information systems to neighborhood-based 
information systems. 
With respect to an attribute a E AT, one may construct a neighborhood system 
for each x E Va: 
NSa(x) = {na,i(x) ~ Va I i E l,x EVa}· (3.24) 
For example, in the information system given by Table 3.1, a neighborhood system 
for AGE= 24 could be: 
NSAGE(24) = {{24, 23}, {24, 25}}. (3.25) 
For the attribute OPINION, a neighborhood system of slightly positive may be given 
by 
NSoPrNioN(slightly positive)= {{slightly positive, medium}, 
{slightly positive, positive}}. (3.26) 
As pointed out in Chapter 2, when modeling nearness of a neighborhood system, it 
is assumed that every neighborhood of an element contains that element. In other 
words, only reflexive neighborhood system will be considered. 
By using neighborhood systems N S(Va) defined on attributes, a more generalized 
notion of information system is defined by Yao and Chen (1997): 
NT= (0, AT, {Va I a EAT}, {fa I a EAT}, {NS(Va) I a EAT}), (3.27) 
where, 
N S : Va ~ 22v.. is a neighborhood operator on attribute a E AT. 
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In this study, NT is referred to as neighborhood-based information system, which is 
a natural generalization of relation-based information systems. 
Given an arbitrary object o E 0, its value on an attribute a EAT is / 4 (o). From 
the value !a(o) and the neighborhood system 
(3.28) 
one is able to define a neighborhood system of o as follows: 
NS4 (o) = {na,i(o) ~ 0 I i E /}, 
where 
(3.29) 
That means that the object o' is in a neighborhood of o if and only if its attribute 
value !a(d) is in the corresponding neighborhood of / 4 (o), namely: 
(3.30) 
By using different attributes, various neighborhood systems can be obtained. With 
respect to a subset of attributes, one is required to combine different neighborhood 
systems through logical connectives. Let NS4 (o), NSb(o), NSc(o) be three neighbor-
hood systems of o with respect to attributes a, b, c E AT, respectively. One may 
further formulate neighborhood systems of o in the following ways. For attributes a 
and b, there are two ways to define neighborhood systems of o: 
NS""b(o) - NSa(o) n NSb(o), 
NSavb(o) - NSa(o) U NSb(o). 
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For three attributes a, b, c EAT, one may obtain combinations such as: 
NSa/\bAc(o) - NSa(o) n NSb(o) n NSc(o), 
NSavbvc(o) - NSa(o) U NSb(o) U NSc(o), 
NSa/\bvc(o) - NSa(o) n NSb(o) u NSc(o). (3.32) 
For a subset A C AT of attributes, one is able to obtain more combinations. The use 
of conjunction produces: 
(3.33) 
Such a method is used in many applications of rough set theory (Pawlak, 1984, 1991). 
Alternatively, one may formulat.e the neighborhood systems of o as: 
(3.34) 
In general, one can use various combinations through operations of 1\ and V. 
Example 13 Consider the attribute AGE and OPINION in the information sys-
tem given by Table 3.1. By using neighborhood systems on attributes defined as in 
equations (3.25) one can easily construct neighborhood systems, for o8 E 0: 
NSAGE(os) - {{os,os,ou},{os,ot}}, 
NSoPINION(os) - {{os, ot}, {o3, ou, og}}. 
By combining two attributes, one obtains: 
NSAGEAOPINION(os) - NSAGE(os) n NSoPINION(os) 
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• 
Pawlak and relation-based information systems are special cases of neighborhood-
based information systems. The former uses equivalence neighborhood, the latter 
uses only one neighborhood for each element. The use of many neighborhoods leads 
to graded approximation, rather than two-level approximations. 
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In this chapter, a retrieval model using neighborhood-based information systems 
will be presented. This model makes full use of the concept of neighborhood systems 
developed in Chapter 2 and the notion of neighborhood-based information systems 
proposed in Chapter 3. Retrieval in both Pawlak and relation-based information 
systems is first discussed. Retrieval in a neighborhood-based information system is 
based on the notion of neighborhood system operators and n-closure. These will be 
used to analyze the retrieved results in order to provide users with useful information. 
4.1 An Exact Retrieval Model 
The retrieval operation is the process of recovering information from an informa-
tion system in response to requests from users. According to a query submitted by 
the user, a retrieval system selects objects that satisfy the query. 
Definition 4.1 An atomic query is an attribute and attribute value pair connected 
by the equality sign, i.e., "attribute_name = attribute_value ". 
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Definition 4.2 A query language is defined recursively as follows: 
Rule 1: Every atomic query is a query; 
Rule 2: If q1 and q2 are two queries, (qi 1\ Q2) and (qi V q2) are queries. 
For simplicity, conditions expressed by relations::; and :::::::, and the negation oper-
ation (....,) are not considered in this study. It is assumed that 1\ has higher priority 
during the evaluation of a query. 
Example 14 Consider the information system given by Table 3.1. Examples of 
atomic queries are: 
ql: AGE = 24, 
q2 : OPINION = slightly positive, 
and examples of queries are: 
q3 : (AGE= 24) 1\ (OPINION =slightly positive), 
q4 : (AGE= 24) v (OPINION =slightly positive). 
• 
A query q may be considered as a condition expressed in terms of attribute values. 
For an atomic query q: 
q: a = v, 
all objects that satisfy fa(o) = v, will be fetched in the process of retrievaL The 
retrieved set can be computed by: 
R(q) = {o I fa(o) = v }. 
36 
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That is, the universe 0 is divided into two classes. The subset R( q) ~ 0 consists of 
all objects satisfying the condition expressed by q, while 0- R(q) consists of those 
objects that do not satisfy q. 
Suppose there are two queries q1 and q2, whose retrieved subsets are R(qi) and 
R(q2), respectively. For query q1 A q2, the following rule is used: 
o satisfies q1 A q2 ¢=:::::> o satisfies q1 and o satisfies q2. 
The retrieved subset can be therefore computed by: 
R(qt A q2) - {o I o E R(qt) and o E R(q2)} 
- R(qt) n R(q2)· 
The query q1 V q2 is evaluated by using the rule: 
o satisfies q1 V q2 ¢=:::::> o satisfies q1 or o satisfies Q2. 
Similarly, the retrieved set is computed by: 
R(qt V q2) - {o I o E R(qi) or o E R(q2)} 
- R(qt) U R(q2)· 
(4.36) 
(4.37) 
Through applying the above evaluation rules recursively, one can obtain the retrieved 
set for any query. For example, the retrieved set for a query q1 A ( q2 V q3) can be 
obtained by 
R(qt A (Q2 V q3)) = R(qt) n (R(q2) U R(q3)). 
Example 15 In the information system given by in Table 3.1, consider a query 
QI : AGE = 23. From equation (4.35), one obtains R(qi) = {o5 , o11 }. Similarly, 
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for query ll2 : OPINION =positive, one obtains R(ll2) = {o3,o11 }. According to 
equations (4.36) and (4.37), for queries q1 1\ q2 and q1 V q2 , one has 
• 
One can see that retrieval in Pawlak information system is based on exact match-
ing. This strategy is in fact used in database management systems. 
4.2 A Relation-Based Retrieval Model 
Retrieval operation in Pawlak information systems uses the trivial equality relation 
to select data satisfying a query. Such exact matching may provide limited answers, or 
even no information at all if the exact answer is not available ( Chu and Chen, 1994). 
This is a main disadvantage of retrieval in Pawlak information systems. To remedy 
such a problem, relation-based retrieval methods may be used in the framework of 
relation-based information systems. 
Suppose there is an atomic query q : a = v for an attribute a E AT. Let 
Ra ~ Va x Va be a binary relation on Va. The element v is associated with a subset 
Ra(v) = {v' E Va I vRav'}. Using all elements of Ra.(v), query q may be relaxed into 
q', denoted by q """"'*' q', as follows: 
q': V a= v'. 
v'ER..(v) 
According to equation ( 4.37), the retrieved result of relaxed query q' can be computed 
by 
R(q') = U {o I !a(o) = v'}. (4.38) 
v'ER..(v) 
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Query relaxation using relation-based information systems is similar to that of neigh-
borhood query answering (Chu and Chen, 1992, 1994), in which a query is relaxed 
and refined within one neighborhood through a type abstract hierarchy. 
Given two queries q1 and q2 , they are relaxed into tit and th' respectively, namely: 
Consequently, one has the retrieval subsets R(tft) and R(th)· Queries Q1 A Q2 and 
ql V fJ2 are relaxed into eft A th and eft V th= 
which produce the following two retrieved sets: 
~ A th) = R(ift) n R(th), 
~ v ~  = R(ift) U ~  (4.39) 
Example 16 Consider the information system given in Table 3.1 again. On at-
tributes AGE and OPINION, suppose the same binary relations as in Example 12 
are defined. For a query q1 : AGE = 24, produces a class of subset {23, 24, 25} for 
24, thus one has Q1 "'-+ eft, where eft : Vv'e{23,24,25} AGE = v'. The retrieved subset 
is R(eft) = {o17 o5,o8,o11 }. For a query Q2: OPINION= slightly positive, similarly, 
the subset class for slightly positive becomes {positive, medium, slightly positive}. 
The relaxed query is th : Vwe{poaitive,medium,alightly p06itive} OPINION= w'. It produces 
the retrieved set R( th) = { o1 , o3 , os, o11 } • The retrieved subsets of queries q1 A q2 and 
Q1 V Q2 are 
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• 
In the relation-based retrieval model, two-level retrieval results are obtained. One 
is the results from exact matching using the original query q, i.e., R(q). The other is 
the results from a relaxed query q, i.e., R(q'). If reflexive relations are used, we have 
R(q) c R(q). The set R(q) consists of the objects satisfying the query, while R(q) 
consists of objects which are related to elements in R(q). 
4.3 A Neighborhood-Based Retrieval Model 
The retrieval method in Pawlak information system uses the exact retrieving mech-
anism, and the retrieval methoq in relation-based information systems uses one neigh-
borhood for query relaxation. In many situations, users may expect more informative 
results. For example, with respect to a certain user-submitted query, the relation-
based information system would probably disappoint a user by yielding a result con-
taining too many objects. It becomes difficult to tell which is more important, and 
which is less. At this moment, users may expect the result to possess certain kinds 
of preference, which would help them judge the results. Pawlak information systems 
may probably retrieve a void set for some kinds of queries because they employ the 
trivial equality relation. At this moment, user might want to know a result that is 
near the query. To guide users in making more useful selections, in this study a more 
generalized retrieval model is proposed in the framework of neighborhood-based infor-
mation systems, NT= {0, AT, {Va I a EAT}, {!alaE AT}, {NS(Va) I a EAT}}. 
Consider an atomic query q: 
q: a= v, where a EAT, v EVa, 
Suppose the element v is associated with a neighborhood system: 
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Following the concept of query relaxation in relation-based information systems, each 
neighborhood, na,i(v), corresponds to a relaxed query 
~ : V a = v', where i E I. 
u'En11, 0(x) 
Collectively, q is relaxed into a family of queries, q ~ cf': 
q'' = { tL I i E I}. 
Clearly, the method of relation-based retrieval which relaxes a query using one neigh-
borhood is a special case. 
With respect to a relaxed query th' its retrieved subset is denoted by R(th)· Fol-
lowing the relation-based retrieval method, R( ~  can be computed by: 
R(qD = U {o I fa(o) = v'}. 
u'En .. ,1(v) 
Let R(ifo) represent the subset of objects retrieved by the query q, that is 
R(ifo) = { o I fa(o) = V }. 
As a result, the retrieved family of subsets for q ~ cf' is: 
R(q") = ~  R(cft), ... , R(q'm)}, (4.42) 
where m is the cardinality of NS4 (v). The family R(q") may be interpreted as a 
neighborhood system of an element that satisfies the query q. One may compute the 
n-closure of R( cf') based upon the method developed in Chapter 2. The results give a 
ranked list of objects according to their nearness to the element satisfying the original 
query q. 
Let ql and q2 be two queries. They may be relaxed into: 
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respectively. The corresponding retrieved families of subsets are: 
R(q'{) - {R(qLo), R(tft.d, ... , R(tft,k)}, 
~  - ~ th t  ... ,R(th,l)}, 
For queries q1 A q2 and q1 V q2 , they are relaxed into: 
By using the operations of neighborhood systems, the retrieved families for q{ A ¢; 
and q{ V ¢; can be computed by: 
R(q{ A ~  - R(qn ~  
- {R(tft,i) n R(th) I o ~ i ~ k, o ~ i < l}, (4.43) 
R(q{ ~  - RCifnuR(¢;) 
- {R(qLi) u R(th,j) I 0 ~ i ~ k, 0 ~ j ~ l}. ( 4.44) 
4.4 An Example 
An example is presented to illustrate the ideas developed in this chapter. In this 
example, the information system given by Table 3.1 is used. Consider a query: 
Qa.: AGE = 24. 
With respect to a neighborhood system defined by: 
NSa.(24) - {na.,I(24),na,2(24)}, 
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Qa is relaxed into a family of two queries, Qa ._ ¢,:, 
where 
%,1 : (AGE= 24) v (AGE= 23), 
cfa 2 : (AGE= 24) v (AGE= 25) . . 
Consequently, one has the retrieved sets: 
R(cfa,1) - {o I !AGE(o) = 24} U {o I !AGdo) = 23} 
- {os} U {os,ou} 
- { os, os, ou}, 
R(q'a,2) - {o I !AGE(o) = 24} U {o I !AGdo) = 25} 
- {os} U {oi} 
- { o17 os}. 
The retrieved subset R( ll'a 0) of the original query Qa is: . 
~ o  - {o I /AGE(o) = 24}, 
- {os}. 
The retrieved subsets for the relaxed queries tt: are: 
- { { os}, { os, os, ou}, { 017 os} }. 
Now, consider further a query: 
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With respect to a neighborhood system: 1 
NSopoooN(s.pos) - {nb,I(s.pos),nb,2(s.pos)}, 
- { { s.pos, med}, { s.pos, pos} }, 
qb is relaxed into a family of queries, qb ~ rib: 
(4.51} 
where 
t/,,1 : (OPINION= s.pos) v (OPINION= med), 
t/,,2 : (OPL.l\J'ION = s.pos) v (OPINION= pos). (4.52) 
The corresponding retrieved subsets are: 
~  - {o I foPINION(o) = s.pos} U {o I /oPrNioN(o) = med} 
- {os} U {ot} 
~ 2  - {o I foPrNION(o) = s.pos} U {o I /oPrNioN(o) = pos} 
- {os} U {oa, ou} 
- {oa, os, on}. 
The retrieved subset R( q, 0) of the original query q6 is ' 
R(c/,,o) - {o I foPrNioN(o) = s.pos}, 
- {os}. 
1e.neg: extremely negative; h.neg: highly negative; neg: negative; med: medium; e.pos: ex-
tremely positive; h.pos: highly positive; pos: positive. 
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The retrieved subsets for the relaxed queries tit: are: 
R(q:) - ~  R(tl,,d, ~ 2  }, 
- {{os},{oi,os},{aa,os,oii}}. (4.53) 
More insights may be obtained by examining the retrieval process. Suppose Q1 is 
a query defined by 
(4.54} 
One may relax this query as, q1 .._. qf., i.e., 
According to equation ( 4.43), we further obtain: 
R(t/{) - R(ti,: ~  
- R( ti:) n R( tft:) 
- {R(tfa,i) n R(f1b.i) 1 o ~ 2 ~ k, o < j ~ 2}, 
- { { os}, { os, ou}, { 01, os}}. (4.55) 
Equation ( 4.55) represents a neighborhood system of element o8 • The nearness of 
an object to {os} can be interpreted as the nearness to the original query q1. The 
n-closure of this neighborhood system is depicted as in Figure 4.1. Consequently, 
one obtains the ranking structure of the n-closure as depicted in Figure 4.2. By 
analyzing the ranked list in Figure 4.2, the retrieved results are expressed in the 
following preferences: 
45 








Figure 4.2: Ranked List of Query Qa A Qb ~ £t: A q'6 
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Note that the nearest subset to query Ql is {o8}, which exactly satisfies the query 
QI· That is !AGE(os) = 24 and /oPlNION(os) = s.pos, and they satisfy Qa : AGE = 24 
and Qb : OPINION = s.pos. The next nearest object subset to q1 is either {at} or 
{ o11 } , which do not exactly satisfy the query q1 but nearly do so. With respect to 
attribute AGE, !AcE(oi) = 25 and !AGE(ou) = 23, so the object o1 is a bit older than 
that requested by the query AGE = 24 , and oti is a bit younger. With respect to 
attribute OPINION, /oPINION(oi) = med and !oPINioN(ou) = pos, object o1 is a bit 
more negative than requested by the query OPINION= s.pos, and o11 is a bit more 
positive. The rest of objects { D2, 03, o4, as, os, o-,, ag, o10, o 12} are ranked last, which 
are further away from QI· 
Consider the results of query: 
(4.56) 
It can be relaxed into q2 ""-'+ ~~ i.e., 
Following equation ( 4.44), one obtains: 
R( Q';) - R( tf; v Q',:) 
- R( rt:) u R( Q',:) 
- {R(r/a,i) u R(t/,,j) I 0 $ 2 ~ k, 0 $ j $ 2}, 
- {{os}, {oil os}, {o3, os, ou}, 
(4.57) 
Its n-closure and ranked list are given in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4, respectively. It 
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is straightforward to generate the preferences as follows: 
{os}-< 
Object os satisfies both queries Qa : AGE = 24 and Qb : OPINION = s.pos, and 
thus satisfies q2 = qa V qb. Either object o1 or object o11 follows o8. The selection 
between o5 and o3 depends on user preference. From the sequences: 
23 / 24, 
s.pos / pos /" h.pos, 
one may intuitively say that with respect to the query q2 = qa V qb, the object os may 
be selected. From the sequences: 
22 / 23 /" 24, 
s.pos / pos, 
with respect to the query lJ2 = qa V qb, one may alternatively say that object oa should 
be selected. Objects { ~  04, os, o-,, Og, o10, o12 } are ranked last. 
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{os} 
{ oa, os, ou } 
{ 01, Os, Og, Ou} { OI, 03, Og, Ou} { 03, Os, Og, Ou} 
Figure 4.3: n-closure of Retrieval Results of Query Qa V Qb "-+ rfc: V CZ:: 
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{os} 
Figure 4.4: Ranked List for Query Qa V Qb ~ ct: V q'b 
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Chapter 5 
CONCLUSION 
In this thesis, a more generalized framework of information systems is proposed 
based on the notion of gh~orhoo  systems. The corresponding retrieval model 
is developed within the proposed framework. This model is of great interest when 
conducting retrieval process in databases that do not contain enough information 
matching the original queries. 
The concept of neighborhood systems is a useful and effective tool for represent-
ing semantics information. It is a generalization of Pawlak information system. This 
thesis started from neighborhood systems on domains of attributes in an information 
system. A Frechet(V) space that contains a family of neighborhood systems is intro-
duced on attribute value. Consequently, more general relationships on objects can 
be induced through the well-developed notion of neighborhood systems. The use of 
binary relation on attribute values is a special case such that there is only one neigh-
borhood in a neighborhood system. Neighborhood-based information systems provide 
the basic environment to conduct the approximate retrieval. The retrieval algorithm 
has a solid theoretical basis. The proposed retrieval model presents a structured 
retrieval results, from which a user can search different level of approximations. 
The applications of neighborhood systems can be extended into many areas re-
lated to information sciences, such as inference, information approximation, machine 
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learning, data mining and data analysis. This thesis is an initial step of application of 
neighborhood systems. The future work should be on the aspect of developing special 
types of neighborhood systems for special applications in information sciences. 
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